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Electrical characterization of ZnO ceramics by scanning tunneling
spectroscopy and beam-induced current in the scanning
tunneling microscope

C. Dı́az-Guerra and J. Piquerasa)

Departamento de Fı´sica de Materiales, Facultad de Fı´sicas, Universidad Complutense, E-28040 Madrid,
Spain

~Received 25 January 1999; accepted for publication 5 May 1999!

A correlative study of the electrically active grain boundary structure of ZnO polycrystals has been
carried out using a scanning electron microscope/scanning tunneling microscope~SEM/STM!
combined instrument. Current imaging tunneling spectroscopy~CITS! measurements reveal reduced
surface band gaps, as compared with grain interiors, at the charged boundaries imaged by
SEM-based remote electron beam induced current~REBIC!. ZnO grain boundaries were also
imaged in the STM-REBIC mode with a resolution of up to 20 nm. The contrast differences
observed in the SEM-REBIC and STM-REBIC images are discussed in terms of the different
experimental conditions used in both techniques. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-8979~99!01316-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Some of the main electrical properties of conducting
ramics are related to the presence of space charges, an
associated built-in fields, at the grain boundaries. In part
lar, the effect of grain boundaries on the ZnO varistor no
linear electrical characteristic has been related to intrin
properties at the boundaries, as the oxygen vaca
distribution.1 An intrinsic layer is formed at the boundar
resulting in ann- i -n barrier structure. The space char
structures of these barriers have often been investigate
current–voltage, current–temperature, or capacitan
voltage, but spatially resolving methods have been found
provide a complementary and detailed information on
grain boundary barrier including local variations of the ele
tronic properties along the boundary. One of the techniq
with spatial resolution which has been used to study elec
cal barriers in ZnO and other ceramic materials and hi
resistivity polycrystalline semiconductors is remote elect
beam induced current~REBIC! in the scanning electron mi
croscope~SEM!,2–5 whose resolution is normally of the or
der of a micron or a fraction of a micron.

Scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! and tunneling
spectroscopy~STS! have been extensively used to inves
gate electronic properties of semiconductors, and some o
STM-based techniques used are analogous to the w
established SEM-based techniques applied in the chara
ization of the mentioned materials. This is the case of sc
ning tunneling luminescence~see Ref. 6 for a review!, which
is similar to cathodoluminescence in the SEM but enab
resolution of the order of nanometers. The use of the ST
REBIC or the EBIC techniques has been, contrary to tunn
ing luminescence, only occasionally reported as in the c
of CuInSe2 ~Ref. 7! or Si ~Ref. 8!. In the present work, a
combined SEM-STM instrument is used to investigate

a!Electronic mail: piqueras@eucmax.sim.ucm.es
1870021-8979/99/86(4)/1874/4/$15.00
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electronic behavior of grain boundaries in sintered ZnO.
particular, STM-REBIC and current imaging tunneling spe
troscopy ~CITS! measurements were performed in spec
areas investigated by SEM techniques.

II. EXPERIMENT

The material characterized was undoped ceramic Z
The microscope used was a combined SEM-STM, based
a Leica 440 SEM operating under a vacuum of
31026 Torr. The small size of the STM enabled it to b
mounted on a SEM specimen holder. The main features
the system are similar to the one previously described in R
9.

SEM measurements were performed in secondary e
tron ~SE! and in REBIC modes. For REBIC measuremen
ohmic contacts, separated about 2 mm on the sample sur
were provided by silver paste and gold wires, and the sig
was measured at room temperature with a Matelect ISM
system.

For STM measurements, electrochemically etched
mechanically sharpened Pt-Ir wires were used as probe
The STM was used in the conventional constant-curr
mode, in the current-imaging tunneling spectroscopy~CITS!
mode, and in the STM-REBIC mode. CITS is one of t
spectroscopic modes of STM~Ref. 10! developed by Hamers
et al.,11 which provides real space imaging of surface ele
tronic states by recordingI –V curves at fixed tip-sample
separation at every pixel within an image. In addition to t
I –V curves, current images can be formed by plotting
measured current at any voltage. For CITS measureme
the topographic height was recorded at a point of a 1
3128 pixel grid, the feedback loop was interrupted for 2 m
and the voltage was digitally ramped from the tunnel volta
to a set of 44 predetermined values while the current w
sampled. The tip was then moved to the next point and
process repeated. This provides a set of 44 tunneling cur
4 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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files at different voltages, which enables us to plotI –V
curves at different points of the image. The tunneling curr
depends on both tip-sample separation and applied bias
age. Most of this dependence can be removed12 by plotting
the ratio of differential to total conductance, (dI/dV)/(I /V),
which provides a rather direct measure of the surface den
of states.13,14For this reason, (dI/dV)/(I /V) curves are used
here to represent theI –V data. Possible surface contamin
tion due to the SEM electron beam was minimized us
beam currents lower than 50 pA and by reducing the ob
vation time necessary to position the STM tip on the gr
boundaries.

The contact arrangement for STM-REBIC was similar
that described in Ref. 7, which is the tunnel equivalent of
SEM-REBIC configuration. The two ohmic contacts, sep
rated up to 0.5 mm, were provided by silver paste and g
wires. The tunnel tip was located above the region betw
the contacts and voltages of up to 6 V were applied.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The contrast in the SEM-REBIC images is mainly r
lated to the grain boundaries~Fig. 1!. This observation shows
the presence of electrically active grain boundaries in
samples and enables us, by using the capabilities of
SEM-STM system, to perform a STM study of regions w
different electrical activities. Grain boundaries of ZnO c
ramics have been previously imaged by REBIC and differ
contrasts, which depend on the boundary considered and
experimental conditions, have been reported.2,4,15 In this
work, the details of the SEM-REBIC contrast or its variati
as a function of the experimental parameters have not b
investigated.

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy measurements h
been performed in areas, grain interior, and grain bounda
which show different recombination properties as revea
by SEM-REBIC. Figure 2 shows the (dI/dV)/(I /V) curve
recorded in a region far from the grain boundaries. A ba
gap of 3 eV, close to the bulk value of 3.2 eV, and t
asymmetry related to then-type nature of the sample, is ob
served. CITS images reveal electronic inhomogeneities
nanoscale level, which are more readily detected near g
boundaries. Figure 3 shows a constant-current and three
lected CITS images recorded at a region containing sev
grain boundaries, in which contrast due to local conducta

FIG. 1. SEM-REBIC image of a ZnO ceramic revealing electrically act
grain boundaries in the sample.
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variations is observed. Figure 4 shows the normalized dif
ential conductance curves corresponding to sites marked
and 2 in Fig. 3. A surface band gap of about 2.8 eV can
estimated from the curve recorded at position 1@Fig. 4~a!#,
while the (dI/dV)/(I /V) curve recorded at position 2, cor
responding to a grain boundary, reveals a marked meta
behavior@Fig. 4~b!#. As summarized in Figs. 2 and 4, th
general result of a surface band gap close to the bulk valu
the grains and a reduced gap at the boundaries has
found to be reproducible in different grains and grain boun
aries of the samples. The measurements were performed
different tips and under different tunneling conditions, whi
lead us to conclude that the curves were representative o
material investigated although they were recorded in h
vacuum. This shows that the inhomogeneity revealed in
SEM-REBIC images is also apparent in the conducta
curves through local surface band gap variations. The us
our combined SEM-STM system allowed a correlative stu
by REBIC and CITS of the same grains. Rohrer a

FIG. 2. Normalized differential conductance spectra from a flat surface
from grain boundaries.

FIG. 3. STM images of a ZnO sample.~a! Topography image acquired with
11.5 V sample bias voltage and 0.44 nA tunnel current. Gray scale ran
99 nm. ~b!–~d! Corresponding CITS images acquired at~b! 20.72 V, ~c!
22.70 V, and~d! 12.70 V sample voltages.
euse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Bonnell16 used spatially resolved tunneling spectroscopy
study ZnO boundaries, and concluded that areas of redu
conductivity at both sides of the boundaries were due
associated space charge regions. They measured app
band gaps of 2 and 0.7 eV at the boundary and far away f
the boundary respectively, but considered that the width
the zero conductivity region was essentially determined
instrumental parameters. The results of this work agree w
those of Ref. 17 in the sense that conductance variations
detected near the grain boundaries, but in our case the
gap outside the boundary is significantly close to the Z
bulk band gap of 3.2 eV. These differences can be expla
taking into account the different nature of the samples inv
tigated in both cases. Rohrer and Bonnell performed th
STM measurements in varistor ZnO doped with Bi2O3 and
smaller amounts of CoO, MnO, and Al, whereas undop
ZnO was used in the present work. Bi2O3 is not soluble in
ZnO and is known to segregate to the grain boundaries.
thought18 that the bismuth segregation creates a negativ
charged layer in the grain boundary, which induces upwa
surface band bending in the adjacent ZnO crystals.
bending creates a depletion layer and increases the interf
resistance due to the decreased carrier concentration, w
in turn leads to lower tunnel currents.

The presence of space charge regions at the bound
is also detected in STM-REBIC images. Figures 5 and

FIG. 4. (dI/dV)/(I /V) dependence on applied bias voltages recorded
positions labeled~a! ‘‘1’’ and ~b! ‘‘2’’ in Fig. 3.
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show the constant current and the simultaneously acqu
STM-REBIC images of different grain boundaries. The s
of the features resolved in the first image is about 20 n
while a resolution of 50 nm is attained in the latter. STM
REBIC images were recorded with positive sample voltag
and contrast was observed with biases as low as 1.5 V~Fig.
6!. The signal level and the quality of the STM-REBIC im
age increased with bias voltage up to a maximum value o
V. It was found that tunnel voltages higher than about 7
caused instabilities in the tunnel current, which in turn led
fluctuations in the induced current. A comparison of t
SEM-REBIC and STM-REBIC contrast of the boundari
shows marked differences. In the former case a black-w
region extending several microns at both sides of the bou
ary was observed, as in Fig. 1. This contrast, known as p
and trough~PAT!, is due to the opposite directions of th
electric field on different sides of the defect,3,5 and can be
modeled as two Schottky barriers back-to-back. The P
contrast clearly differs from the narrow, bright line contra
associated with the grain boundary shown in Fig. 5~b!, but
has a certain resemblance to that shown by the lower g
boundary which appears with bright and dark areas in F
6~b!. The latter figure also indicates that not all the boun
aries imaged in the constant current mode@Fig. 6~a!# show
electrical activity under the same tunneling conditions,
revealed by the lack of contrast related to the upper gr
boundary observed in the corresponding STM-REBIC ima
@Fig. 6~b!#. All of these differences are explained by the d
pendence of the REBIC contrast on experimental conditio

t

FIG. 5. ~a! STM topography image of a grain boundary acquired with
sample voltage of 6 V and 4 nA tunneling current. Gray scale is 49 nm.~b!
Corresponding STM-REBIC image. Gray scale range is 0.09 nA.
euse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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In particular, grain boundaries and surface steps have b
reported to show not only a black-white SEM-REBIC co
trast but also an only black or an only white contrast depe
ing on temperature, excitation conditions, applied bias v
age, and the nature of the defect.2,4,5,17,19SEM-REBIC and
STM-REBIC observations of a given grain boundary cor
spond to completely different excitation conditions involvin
different parameters as carrier generation rate, sample h
ing and, specially, signal generation volume. The SEM el
tron beam range is higher than 1mm while for an applied
voltage of 10 V, of the order of magnitude of the STM bia
the dimension of the generation volume is about 5 nm.7 The
observed STM-REBIC contrast corresponds therefore to
presence of charged regions in the surface. More deta

FIG. 6. ~a! Constant current topography image of a ZnO surface, show
two grain boundaries, recorded with 1.2 V sample voltage and 0.32
tunneling current; gray scale range is 240 nm.~b! Simultaneously acquired
STM-REBIC image~gray scale range is 0.12 nA!.
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contrast studies would be necessary, as those available
the SEM case, for a detailed interpretation of the images
terms of electric fields at the defects. The resolution of o
STM-REBIC images is similar to that reported in Ref. 7 f
the grain boundaries of CuInSe2.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A SEM-STM combined instrument enabled the corre
tive study of ZnO by SEM and STM beam-induced curre
techniques and by CITS. In particular, grain boundar
showing electrical activity, as detected in SEM-REBIC im
ages, have been found by CITS to have a reduced sur
band gap relative to the grain interior. Grain boundaries w
imaged by STM-REBIC with a resolution of about 20 nm
REBIC contrasts in SEM and STM images are not com
rable due to the different excitation conditions and sig
generation volume of each technique.
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